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Abstract  33 

Tonotopic differentiation is fundamental for signal processing in the auditory system. 34 

However, when and how this differentiation arises remains elusive. We addressed this 35 

issue using electrophysiology and immunohistochemistry in nucleus magnocellularis 36 

(NM) of chickens of both sexes, which is known to differ in the expression of Kv1.1 37 

channels depending on characteristic frequency (CF). Just after hearing onset 38 

(embryonic day 12-14), Kv1 current gradually increased to a slightly larger extent in 39 

neurons with higher CF, causing a tonotopic difference of Kv1 current before hatch. 40 

However, after hatch, a much larger increase of Kv1 current occurred, particularly in 41 

higher-CF neurons, due to an augmentation of Kv1.1 expression at the plasma 42 

membrane. This later change in expression led to the large tonotopic difference of Kv1 43 

current characteristic of mature animals. Attenuation of auditory input by inducing 44 

conductive or sensorineural hearing loss around hatch suppressed the differentiation in a 45 

level-dependent manner. Moreover, elevation of auditory input during embryonic 46 

periods could not reproduce the differentiation, suggesting that the capacity of neurons 47 

to drive Kv1.1 expression via auditory input develops in a cell-specific manner, thus 48 

underlying the frequency-specific expression of the channel within the nucleus. The 49 

results indicated that the tonotopic differentiation of Kv1.1 in NM is partially 50 

determined before hatch, but largely driven by afferent input after hatch. Our results 51 

highlight the importance of neuronal capacity for sound to drive ion channel expression 52 

as well as the level of auditory experience in the frequency tuning of brainstem auditory 53 

circuits. 54 

 55 

Significance statement (119 words) 56 
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Tuning-frequency-specific expression of ion channels is a prerequisite for auditory 57 

system function, but its underlying mechanisms remain unclear. Here, we revealed in 58 

avian cochlear nucleus that the expression of Kv1.1 became more dependent on 59 

auditory input at a late period of maturation in neurons tuned to higher-frequency sound, 60 

leading to frequency-specific Kv1.1 expression. Attenuation of auditory input during 61 

this period suppressed the differentiation in a level-dependent manner, while elevation 62 

of input in earlier periods could not reproduce the differentiation. Thus, the capacity of 63 

neurons to drive Kv1.1 expression via auditory input develops in a cell-specific manner 64 

and directs differentiation, highlighting the importance of neuronal character as well as 65 

the level of input in the frequency tuning of auditory circuits. 66 

 67 

 68 

Introduction 69 

Tonotopic organization is a topographic representation of sound frequency in the 70 

auditory pathway, where neurons tuned to a specific frequency (characteristic frequency, 71 

CF) are arranged in an orderly fashion according to their CF. This representation is 72 

primarily created in the position in the basilar membrane at the cochlea and preserved 73 

along the auditory pathway via topological wiring of neurons. Moreover, it has become 74 

clear that auditory neurons are not only wired to a specific frequency region of the 75 

cochlea but are also differentiated morphologically and biophysically in a 76 

region-specific manner (Kuba, 2007). Auditory experience is considered crucial in the 77 

establishment of these differentiations (Leao et al., 2006). However, when and how 78 

auditory inputs contribute to the tonotopic differentiations of auditory neurons during 79 

development remains unclear.  80 
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The nucleus magnocellularis (NM) is a good model to address this issue because the 81 

tonotopic differentiations of neurons in the nucleus have been characterized extensively 82 

(Fukui and Ohmori, 2004; Kuba and Ohmori, 2009; Oline et al., 2016). NM neurons 83 

receive synaptic inputs from the auditory nerve (Fig. 1A) and generate spikes at a 84 

specific phase of sound (phase lock), thereby conveying the temporal information of 85 

sound to higher auditory centers (Trussell, 1999). Two types of voltage-gated K+ (Kv) 86 

channels, Kv1.1 and Kv3.1, are predominantly expressed in NM neurons (Reyes et al., 87 

1994; Rathouz and Trussell, 1998; Parameshwaran et al., 2001; Fukui and Ohmori, 88 

2004). Kv1.1 has a low activation voltage and improves the phase locking of spikes by 89 

suppressing burst firing during synaptic inputs. On the other hand, Kv3.1 has a high 90 

activation voltage and promotes high-frequency firing through accelerating the falling 91 

phase of action potentials. Kv1.1 is differentiated in its expression along the tonotopic 92 

axis and increases toward the high-CF region, which enables individual NM neurons to 93 

respond to patterns of synaptic inputs characteristic of their CF (Fukui and Ohmori, 94 

2004). The expression of Kv1.1 is affected by auditory inputs in the NM of mature 95 

animals (Lu et al., 2004; Kuba et al., 2015), suggesting that sensory experience regulates 96 

the maturation of Kv1.1 in NM during development. 97 

In this study, we characterized the development of Kv1.1 and Kv3.1 expression in high- 98 

and low-CF regions in the NM of chickens and examined their dependence on afferent 99 

inputs. We found that a tonotopic difference of Kv1.1 expression appeared after hearing 100 

onset, but this difference was small during the embryonic period. However, the Kv1.1 101 

expression increased greatly after hatch specifically in higher-CF regions, largely 102 

creating the differentiation of the channel within the nucleus. The increase in Kv1.1 was 103 

disturbed by the attenuation of auditory inputs in hatchlings, implying that the 104 
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dependence of Kv1.1 expression on auditory inputs was augmented around hatch and 105 

was more prominent in higher-CF regions. The results suggested that NM neurons differ 106 

tonotopically in their capacity for sound to drive Kv1.1 expression within the nucleus.  107 

 108 

Materials and Methods 109 

Animals. Chickens (Gallus domesticus) of either sex between embryonic day 12 (E12) 110 

and posthatch day 11 (P11) were used for electrophysiology and immunohistochemistry. 111 

The experimental animals’ care was in accordance with the Regulations on Animal 112 

Experiments in Nagoya University. The developmental stages of the embryos followed 113 

the Hamburger and Hamilton (1951) series. 114 

 115 

Tonotopic regions of the NM. Neurons in the high- and low-CF regions were used in 116 

most experiments. The high-CF region was defined as the rostro-medial one third of the 117 

NM, and the low-CF region as the caudo-lateral one third, including the lateral part of 118 

the caudal region and the caudal pole of the NM (Fig. 1B, see Fukui and Ohmori, 2004; 119 

Kuba and Ohmori, 2009). The low-CF region would correspond to the low-frequency 120 

area of the NM (NMc) in Wang et al. (2017), where neurons are heterogeneous in 121 

chemical as well as morphological and biophysical features. There is a clear relationship 122 

between CF and position in the NM of late embryos and posthatch chicks (Rubel and 123 

Parks, 1975; Lippe and Rubel, 1985), but the relationship in early embryos is unknown. 124 

Therefore, the CF used here is a relative measure in each age and has no relation to the 125 

absolute sound frequency.  126 

 127 

Slice preparation. Brain slices were prepared as described previously (Kuba et al., 128 
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2015). Embryos were anaesthetized by cooling eggs in ice-cold water, and chicks were 129 

deeply anaesthetized with ether (Nacalai, Japan). After decapitation, the brainstem was 130 

isolated and submerged in an ice-cold high-glucose artificial cerebrospinal fluid 131 

(HG-ACSF, concentration in mM: 75 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 132 

CaCl2, 3 MgCl2, 100 glucose), saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. The brainstem was 133 

embedded in a 3.5% (w/v) agarose gel (Nacalai, Japan), and three to six coronal slices 134 

(200–230 μm) were cut with a tissue slicer (VT1200, Leica, Germany). The slices were 135 

incubated in HG-ACSF at room temperature for approximately 30 minutes before use.  136 

 137 

Electrophysiology. Current and voltage clamp recordings were made as described 138 

previously (Kuba et al., 2015). Slices were perfused with an artificial cerebrospinal fluid 139 

(concentrations in mM: 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 140 

MgCl2, and 17 glucose). Current-clamp recordings were made at 37-38 °C with a 141 

K+-based internal solution (in mM: 113 K-gluconate, 4.5 MgCl2, 0.1 EGTA, 14 142 

Tris2-phosphocreatine, 4 Na2-ATP, 0.3 Tris-GTP, 9 HEPES-KOH, pH 7.2). 143 

Voltage-clamp recordings were made at 20 °C with a Cs+-based internal solution (in 144 

mM: 155 CsMeSO3, 5 NaCl, 3 MgCl2, 0.2 EGTA, 10 HEPES-CsOH, pH 7.2), while 145 

[K+]o was increased to 5 mM, [Ca2+]o decreased to 0.5 mM, and Cd2+ (0.2 mM), Ni2+ 146 

(0.5 mM) and TTX (1 μM, Tocris, USA) were added to the bath. The Cs+-based internal 147 

solution and the lower recording temperature reduced and slowed potassium currents 148 

substantially, which minimized series resistance errors and allowed accurate recordings 149 

in the neurons (see Rathouz and Trussell, 1998; Kuba et al., 2015). Kv1 current was also 150 

measured with the K+-based internal solution under the blockade of Kv3 current 151 

(tetraethylammonium, TEA, 1-3 mM) in E21 and P3-5. Excitatory and inhibitory 152 
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synaptic inputs were blocked with DNQX (20 μM, Tocris, USA) and SR95531 (10 μM, 153 

Tocris, USA) in the bath. Liquid junction potentials were corrected: 11.6 mV for current 154 

clamp and 7.0 mV for voltage clamp. Patch pipettes had a resistance of 3-4 MΩ, and the 155 

series resistance was compensated electronically up to 80%. Voltage-dependent 156 

activation of the potassium current was analyzed by plotting the amplitude of the tail 157 

current after normalization and fitting the curve with a double Boltzmann equation 158 

(Rathouz and Trussell, 1998; Kuba et al., 2015): I/Imax=A1/{1+exp[-(Vm-V1/21)/S1]} + 159 

A2/{1+exp[-(Vm-V1/22)/S2]}, where I is the tail current amplitude, Imax is the maximum 160 

tail current amplitude, Vm is the membrane potential, A1 and A2 are weighting factors, 161 

V1/21 and V1/22 are half-activation voltages, and S1 and S2 are slope factors of 162 

individual components. The currents were suppressed in the presence of Kv1 and Kv3 163 

channel blockers (0.1 μM dendrotoxin and 1-10 mM TEA, respectively) in both 164 

embryos and posthatch chicks (Rathouz and Trussell, 1998; Kuba et al., 2015), implying 165 

that these channels are the major components of the potassium current in NM neurons. 166 

The decay phase of the tail current was fitted with a single exponential function for the 167 

3-mV pre-pulse. The potassium current density was calculated by normalizing the 168 

current to the membrane capacitance. Resting membrane parameters were measured by 169 

applying a depolarizing current (20-40 pA in embryos; 100 pA in posthatch chicks) to 170 

the soma. Input resistance and resting conductance were measured at the pulse end, 171 

membrane time constant by fitting to a single exponential function, and membrane 172 

capacitance from the time constant and the input resistance. Spike parameters were 173 

analyzed as follows. Threshold current was measured as the minimum current required 174 

for spike induction, and threshold voltage as the voltage corresponding to an inflection 175 

point in the time derivatives of voltage. Latency was the time between the onset of 176 
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current injection and threshold voltage, and measured at one step above threshold 177 

current. The spike number was counted at 800 pA.  178 

 179 

Visualization of NM neurons. NM neurons at each CF region were visualized by 180 

introducing Alexa594 hydrazide (20 μM) under whole-cell condition, or Alexa488 181 

hydrazide (4 mM) with electroporation under loose-patch condition (Fig. 1D, see Kuba 182 

et al., 2014). Slices were then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (in PBS) within 1 hour at 183 

room temperature, mounted on a glass slide, and coverslipped. The slices were observed 184 

under a confocal microscope (FV1000, Olympus, Japan) with a ×40, 0.9-NA objective. 185 

A series of images was captured at a step of 1.0-1.5 μm and Z-stacked with a maximum 186 

intensity projection. 187 

 188 

Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemical procedures were described previously 189 

(Kuba et al., 2015). In both embryonic and posthatch chickens, the brainstem was fixed 190 

without perfusion in a periodate-lysine-paraformaldehyde (PLP) fixative (1% (w/v) 191 

paraformaldehyde, 2.7% (w/v) Lysine HCl, 0.21% (w/v) NaIO4, and 0.1% (w/v) 192 

Na2HPO4.12H2O) for 2 hours at 4 ˚C. After cryoprotection with 30% (w/w) sucrose, 193 

coronal sections of 30-μm thickness were obtained with a cryostat (CM1950, Leica, 194 

Germany). Sections were incubated overnight at room temperature with primary 195 

antibodies (rabbit polyclonal Kv1.1 antibody, Alomone, 1.5 μg/ml; rabbit polyclonal 196 

Kv3.1b antibody, Sigma, 1.5 μg/ml; mouse monoclonal PSD95 antibody, NeuroMab, 5 197 

μg/ml) and then with Alexa-conjugated secondary antibodies (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 198 

at room temperature for two hours and observed under a confocal microscope (FV1000, 199 

Olympus, Japan). Images were captured from a single confocal plane with the same 200 
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microscope setting for different ages and tonotopic regions. Cytosolic signals were 201 

measured within the soma (>10 μm2) from more than 20 neurons in each animal with 202 

ImageJ (NIH, USA). Membranous signals were measured at the brightest region 203 

surrounding the soma (>5 μm). Background signals were not different among ages and 204 

were not subtracted from the measurements. 205 

 206 

Manipulations of auditory inputs. Auditory inputs in posthatch animals were attenuated 207 

monaurally via removing the tympanic membrane, fixing the middle ear bone 208 

(columella), or removing the cochlea around hatch under anesthesia with subcutaneous 209 

injection of chloral hydrate (160 mg/kg, Nacalai, Japan) or pentobarbital (40 mg/kg, 210 

Nacalai, Japan) (Table 1; see also Kuba et al., 2010, 2014). The tympanic membrane 211 

was removed via excising the membrane from the columella with fine scissors after 212 

opening the ear canal. Fixation of the columella was made via filling the middle ear 213 

with cyanoacrylate and spongel after removing the tympanic membrane. Cochlea 214 

removal was done with fine forceps after opening the tympanic membrane and oval 215 

window. Auditory inputs in embryos were attenuated via removing otocysts bilaterally 216 

at E2 (stage 12 or 13), which completely eliminated both cochlea and auditory nerve 217 

bundles (Parks, 1981; Kuba et al., 2014). Auditory stimulation was applied between E17 218 

and E21 for embryos and between P0 and P3 for posthatch animals. White noise (100 219 

dB, 57 dB/Hz) was generated and delivered with an iPad (Apple) and audio speakers 220 

(Z120BW, Logicool, Switzerland). The spectral power of the noise was weaker than that 221 

which induces cochlea damage in chickens (Cohen and Saunders, 1994). Attenuation of 222 

the noise by the shell and embryonic fluid was 11.3±1.3 dB when measured at the 223 

opposite side of the egg through the shell membrane after making a small hole in the 224 
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shell for embryos between E18 and E21 (4 eggs). Animals were kept in a room with a 225 

noise level of 60 dB, and eggs were kept in an incubator with a noise level of 60 or 80 226 

dB. The noise levels were measured with a noise meter (Type 6224, Aco, Japan). 227 

 228 

Auditory evoked response recording. Auditory evoked potentials were recorded in six 229 

animals between P1 and P3 under anesthesia with subcutaneous injection of chloral 230 

hydrate (160 mg/kg) or pentobarbital (40 mg/kg). Surgical procedures were the same as 231 

those reported previously (Nishino et al., 2008). The contralateral columella was 232 

removed to avoid contamination of responses from the unstimulated ear. Stimulus 233 

frequency ranged between 0.5 kHz and 3 kHz. Pulsed pure tone stimuli were presented 234 

with a 4-ms rise/fall time, a 20-ms duration, and an interstimulus interval of 300 ms. 235 

The stimuli were made (RPvds, TDT, USA), processed (RP2.1, TDT, USA), attenuated 236 

(PA5, TDT, USA), and delivered monaurally via a speaker (MF1, TDT, USA) connected 237 

to a funnel fitted into the external auditory meatus. Calibration was made at the orifice 238 

of the funnel with a noise meter (Type 6224, Aco, Japan). Animals were fixed with a 239 

stereotaxic apparatus (SR-5M-HT, Narishige, Japan) in a soundproof box (Nishino et al., 240 

2008). Evoked responses were recorded with needle electrodes implanted into left 241 

cerebellum at a level above NM (active), in right hippocampus (reference), and in neck 242 

muscle (ground). The responses were amplified, filtered at 10-3000 Hz (ER1, Cygnus 243 

Technology, USA), digitized at 10 kHz (PowerLab2/26, AD, Japan), and obtained from 244 

averages of 256 sweeps. Threshold was determined with a 5-dB step, and criterion of 245 

the threshold was twice the amplitude of baseline variation before stimulation (Saunders 246 

et al., 1973; Tucci and Rubel, 1985). Threshold measurements were repeated in each 247 

animal after attenuating auditory input via removing the tympanic membrane, fixing the 248 
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columella, and removing the cochlea (Table 1).  249 

 250 

Statistics. Statistical significance was determined with Student’s t-test, unless otherwise 251 

stated. The level of statistical significance was set at 0.05. Data are presented as the 252 

mean ± standard error (n=number of cells).  253 

 254 

Results 255 

Tonotopic differences in potassium conductance appeared after hearing onset. 256 

Whole-cell recordings were made from neurons at high- and low-CF regions of NM 257 

between E12 and P5 (Fig. 1B, C; see Methods). The shapes of NM neurons conformed 258 

to those reported previously (Fig. 1D; see Jhaveri and Morest, 1982; Wang et al., 2017). 259 

In the high-CF region, neurons had multiple primary dendrites before E15, but 260 

gradually lost them and became almost adendritic around E18; the number was 0.5±0.2 261 

(n=22) at E18 and 0 (n=18) at P3-5. In the low-CF region, on the other hand, neurons 262 

maintained multiple primary dendrites even after hatch; the number was 10.1±0.5 263 

(n=22) at E18 and 3.7±0.9 (n=18) at P3-5. Voltage responses to somatic current 264 

injection developed differently between the high- and low-CF regions during the period 265 

(Fig. 1E). At E12, corresponding to hearing onset (E12-14, Saunders et al., 1973; Jones 266 

et al., 2006), both depolarizing (800 pA) and hyperpolarizing (-200 pA) currents caused 267 

large voltage responses in high- (left, blue) and low-CF (right, red) neurons (Fig. 1B, E, 268 

F). The depolarization generated one or a few spikes in the neurons (Fig. 1G), while the 269 

spikes showed a long latency (Fig. 1H) and required only a small current for induction 270 

(threshold current, gray, Fig. 1E, I), suggesting that the potassium conductance was still 271 

immature at that age. Indeed, the resting conductance was very small (less than 3 nS), 272 
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and the membrane potential was depolarized at E12 in both low- and high-CF neurons 273 

(Fig. 1J and Table 2). With development, the level of the voltage responses decreased, 274 

the threshold current increased, and the latency shortened (Fig. 1E-I). In addition, the 275 

resting conductance increased, and the membrane potential hyperpolarized (Fig. 1J and 276 

Table 2), indicative of an increase in the potassium conductance during the period. The 277 

extent of the changes was slightly larger in the high-CF neurons, resulting in some 278 

differences in the parameters among tonotopic regions. Correspondingly, the 279 

depolarizing currents generated multiple spikes until E15 but only a single spike after 280 

E18 in high-CF neurons, whereas they generated multiple spikes even after E21 in 281 

many of the low-CF neurons (Fig. 1E, G). These observations were consistent with the 282 

fact that membrane and firing properties are already differentiated between high- and 283 

low-CF neurons at E21 (Wang et al., 2017) (see also Table 2). Strikingly, however, a 284 

further increase in the potassium conductance occurred in both high- and low-CF 285 

neurons after hatch (P3-5), as reflected in the increase in the threshold current and 286 

resting conductance (Fig. 1I, J). More importantly, the extent of the increase was 287 

approximately 2-3 times larger in the higher CF neurons, and an injection of 800 pA 288 

could no longer generate a spike in the neurons. These results indicated that tonotopic 289 

differentiation of the potassium conductance is partially established during the 290 

embryonic period, but the differentiation is strongly augmented around the time of hatch 291 

in NM.  292 

 293 

Increase of Kv1 current was accelerated after hatch in high-CF neurons. We 294 

recorded the potassium current at -77 mV with voltage pulses between -107 mV and 13 295 

mV in NM neurons during development (Fig. 2). An outward current appeared during 296 
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the test pulse (inset), and an inward tail current followed after termination of the pulse 297 

in both the high- (left, blue) and low-CF (right, red) neurons (Fig. 2A). At E12, the tail 298 

current was small and did not differ in amplitude between the high- and low-CF neurons 299 

(Fig. 2B, F). In addition, when the activation curve was fitted with a double Boltzmann 300 

equation (see Methods), the curve was mostly composed of the Kv3 component with a 301 

half-activation voltage (V1/2) of about -20 mV (more than 99%), and the Kv1 302 

component (V1/2 of about -60 mV) was almost absent (Fig. 2C, see also Legends), 303 

suggesting that the potassium current was still immature and not tonotopically 304 

differentiated at that age. After E12, the potassium current became larger (Fig. 2B, F), 305 

with a substantial Kv1 component (Fig. 2C, D), suggestive of the appearance of the Kv1 306 

current after hearing onset. Notably, the increases in both the Kv1 and Kv3 currents 307 

were slightly larger in higher CF neurons, causing some tonotopic differences in the 308 

currents during the embryonic period (Fig. 2D, E). Nevertheless, the increase in the Kv1 309 

current was small, and its tonotopic difference was still moderate even at E21.  310 

The gradual increase in the Kv1 current in embryos contrasted with a sharp increase in 311 

Kv1 current after hatch, as was reflected in the increase of the tail current at -42 mV 312 

(Fig. 2A, B, arrows). Moreover, the increase was much larger in high-CF neurons than 313 

in low-CF neurons (Fig. 2C, D). Indeed, pharmacologically isolated Kv1 current, which 314 

was measured with TEA (1-3 mM) in the bath, was 1.1±0.1 nA (n=11) and 4.3±0.2 nA 315 

(n=10) (p=7.1x10-12) at E21 and P3-5, respectively, in high-CF neurons, while it was 316 

0.6±0.1 nA (n=7) and 1.3±0.2 nA (n=7) (p=0.003) in low-CF neurons. Outward Kv1 317 

current measured with the K+-based internal solution (see Methods) also showed similar 318 

results; the amplitude at pulse end (-32 mV) was 1.2±0.2 nA (n=6) and 4.5±0.4 nA 319 

(n=7) (p=1.6x10-5) at E21 and P3-5, respectively, in high-CF neurons, while it was 320 
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0.4±0.1 nA (n=8) and 1.1±0.3 nA (n=8) (p=0.02) in low-CF neurons. In contrast, the 321 

Kv3 current decreased after E21, which eliminated the tonotopic difference in the Kv3 322 

current in posthatch neurons (Fig. 2C, E). Accordingly, the Kv1 current became 323 

dominant in high-CF neurons, causing a large tonotopic difference in the Kv1 current in 324 

mature animals. The tendency was the same when evaluated with current density (see 325 

Methods), showing an increase of 171 pA/pF and 46 pA/pF in high- and low-CF 326 

neurons, respectively. The increase in the Kv1 current and the decrease in the Kv3 327 

current were reflected in the slow deactivation phase of the tail current in posthatch 328 

high-CF neurons (Rathouz and Trussell, 1998); the decay time constant in high-CF 329 

neurons was 2.7±0.2 ms (n=24) at E21 and 3.8±0.4 ms (n=18) at P3-5 (p=0.006), 330 

whereas, in low-CF neurons, it was 2.2±0.1 ms (n=30) and 2.5±0.2 ms (n=19), 331 

respectively (p=0.35). The composition and the size of the potassium current did not 332 

change further and persisted after P3-5, indicating that the development of the 333 

potassium current reached a plateau within a few days after hatch. The results indicated 334 

that the tonotopic differentiation of the Kv1 current progressed greatly after hatch, 335 

which was attributable to the increase in the Kv1 current in the high-CF neurons.  336 

The V1/2 and slope factor of the Kv1 and Kv3 currents did not differ substantially 337 

among ages (E15-P11) in both high- and low-CF neurons, and were similar to those in 338 

previous reports (E17-20, Rathouz and Trussell, 1998), suggesting that the 339 

characteristics of the channels did not change during development. Notably, however, 340 

the V1/2 was slightly depolarized (2.7 mV) and the slope was steeper (0.5 mV) for the 341 

Kv1 current in low-CF neurons (Fig. 2 Legends), which may suggest different 342 

modifications of the channels between the regions or may be related to the fact that the 343 

low-CF neurons possess extensive dendrites which may be more difficult to effectively 344 
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voltage clamp (Fig. 1D; see also Jhaveri and Morest, 1982; Wang et al., 2017). 345 

 346 

Surface expression of Kv1.1 accounts for the increase in Kv1 current in high-CF 347 

neurons. We next compared the expression levels of Kv1.1 and Kv3.1, which are the 348 

major subtypes of Kv channels in mature NM neurons, between tonotopic regions 349 

during development (Fig. 3). Kv1.1 signals were almost undetectable at E12 in both 350 

high- and low-CF neurons, while after E12 these signals increased in the soma as well 351 

as in the axon, particularly in high-CF neurons. Notably, however, the signals were 352 

mostly cytosolic during the embryonic period (Fig. 3A), which may suggest that Kv1.1 353 

channels were accumulated in endoplasmic reticulum and/or Golgi apparatus, before 354 

hatch. When the signal intensity was measured in cytosolic regions in the soma (see 355 

Methods), the signals were approximately 1.5 times larger in high-CF neurons than 356 

low-CF neurons at E21 (Fig. 3E). This difference in Kv1.1 signals was slightly 357 

augmented in posthatch animals. More importantly, the signals clearly delineated the 358 

soma membrane after hatch, particularly in high-CF neurons. The Kv1.1 signals (Fig. 359 

3C, red) were intermingled with a postsynaptic marker, PSD95 (green), indicating that 360 

Kv1.1 channels were distributed at the plasma membrane of postsynaptic NM neurons. 361 

Indeed, when the relative intensity was measured between membranous and cytosolic 362 

components (see Methods), it increased substantially after hatch in both neurons, and 363 

the extent of the increase was much larger in high-CF neurons (Fig. 3F). The results 364 

suggested that the membranous translocation of Kv1.1 was accelerated around hatch, 365 

particularly in higher-CF neurons, which would underlie the large increase in the Kv1 366 

current in the neurons during this period.  367 

The Kv3.1 signals were weak in cytoplasmic regions of both high- and low-CF neurons 368 
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at E12 (Fig. 3B). This could be in part because the antibody recognized Kv3.1b (see 369 

Methods), while Kv3.1a, the other isoform of Kv3.1, is also expressed at this age 370 

(Parameshwaran et al., 2003). The signals could also be observed at the nucleus, which 371 

might be related to the fact that the endoplasmic reticulum is contiguous with the 372 

nuclear membrane. After E12, the Kv3.1 signals increased in cytosolic regions with 373 

some delays in the low-CF neurons, and plateaued at a similar level around hatch in 374 

both neurons (Fig. 3G). Notably, Kv3.1 signals were also prominent at the plasma 375 

membrane in embryonic neurons (Fig. 3B, D), probably reflecting the large Kv3 current 376 

in embryos (see Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the membranous signals decreased and no longer 377 

showed any tonotopic differences after hatch (Fig. 3H), which was consistent with the 378 

observations in the voltage-clamp experiments (see Fig. 2). 379 

 380 

Auditory inputs were required for the increase in the Kv1 current after hatch. The 381 

sensitivity of the auditory nerve to sound increases in posthatch animals due to the 382 

improved conduction of airborne sound (Jones et al., 2006). This led to an idea that 383 

synaptic inputs to NM neurons increased around this period, which might trigger the 384 

increase of Kv1 current in the high-CF neurons. Thus, we attenuated auditory inputs 385 

around hatch to various levels by inducing sensorineural or conductive hearing loss (Fig. 386 

4A, see Methods), and evaluated the effects on potassium currents at P3-5 (Fig. 4B). 387 

The attenuation of auditory inputs reduced the tonotopic differentiation of the Kv1 388 

current in posthatch neurons (Fig. 4C, D). In high-CF neurons (left), removal of the 389 

cochlea suppressed the Kv1 current strongly (top), causing a slight reduction in total 390 

potassium current (Fig. 4E, G); the Kv1 current decreased by approximately 50% after 391 

cochlea removal (2.1 nA) compared with that in control (4.3 nA). Consistently, cochlea 392 
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removal shortened the decay time constant of the tail current by 29% in high-CF 393 

neurons (2.7±0.2 ms, n=13, p=0.015 compared with control). The Kv1 current was also 394 

suppressed but to a smaller extent in the neurons after fixation of middle ear bone 395 

(columella) (upper middle) or removal of tympanic membrane (lower middle) (see 396 

Methods), which preserves hair cells but attenuates sound by 35-60 dB and 30-35 dB, 397 

respectively (Table 1). Thus, attenuation of auditory inputs suppressed the Kv1 current 398 

in a level-dependent manner in the high-CF neurons, indicating that the increase of Kv1 399 

current in the neurons was triggered by auditory inputs around the hatching period. We 400 

also exposed the animals to white noise (see Methods) after hatch (bottom), but this 401 

exposure did not affect the Kv1 current, which may suggest that the increase of Kv1 402 

current is already maximal at normal sound levels (60 dB). In low-CF neurons (right), 403 

in contrast, a decrease or an increase in auditory inputs had little effect on the Kv1 404 

current, suggesting that the input-dependent mechanism to accelerate Kv1.1 expression 405 

is less active in the low-CF neurons. Consistent with this idea, the immunosignals of 406 

Kv1.1 decreased in a level-dependent manner, and the extent of this reduction was more 407 

prominent in high-CF neurons (Fig. 5A, E). In addition, Kv1.1 signals at the plasma 408 

membrane were decreased after cochlea removal particularly in the high-CF neurons; 409 

the ratio of membranous and cytosolic components was 1.41±0.01 (n=3) after cochlea 410 

removal and 1.53±0.03 (n=3) in control chicks (p=0.006) (Fig. 5C, F, see also Fig. 3F). 411 

The results indicated that the processes of synthesis and translocation of Kv1.1 proteins 412 

are dependent on auditory inputs and accelerated around hatch in high-CF neurons. 413 

The Kv3 current was slightly increased three days after cochlea removal with little 414 

difference between the tonotopic regions (Fig. 4D, F). However, the effects were rather 415 

variable in the other manipulations of auditory inputs. In addition, the manipulations of 416 
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inputs did not affect the Kv3.1 signals in membranous or cytosolic regions in either the 417 

high- or low-CF neurons (Fig. 5B, D, G, H), suggesting that auditory inputs have small 418 

effects on Kv3.1 expression in the NM, consistent with the observations in older 419 

animals (Kuba et al., 2015; but see Lu et al., 2004 for transient effects within 24 hours). 420 

 421 

Auditory inputs had smaller effects on the development of the Kv1 current before 422 

hatch. Although the extent was small, the Kv1 and Kv3 currents were tonotopically 423 

differentiated before hatch (see Fig. 2). We therefore examined the effects of auditory 424 

inputs on differentiation of the potassium currents in embryos (Fig. 6). We either 425 

eliminated or elevated auditory inputs during the embryonic period by removing 426 

bilateral otocysts at E2 or exposing animals to noise for 4 days until E21 (Fig. 6A, B). 427 

Removal of otocysts decreased Kv1 current, while noise exposure increased the current 428 

in high-CF neurons (Fig. 6C). However, the absolute magnitude of the change was 429 

small (0.4 nA), which contrasted with the large decrease of Kv1 current after cochlea 430 

removal in posthatch neurons (2.1 nA) (Fig. 6D, E, G, see Fig. 4). The relative 431 

magnitude change of the current was also smaller in embryos (30% of control) as 432 

compared to hatchlings (50% of control). Moreover, the tonotopic difference in the Kv1 433 

current largely remained after manipulation of sensory input. These results indicated 434 

that the contributions of auditory inputs to the differentiation of Kv1 current are small 435 

during the embryonic period. This view is supported by the immunohistochemical 436 

observations that the manipulations of auditory inputs had little effect on the cytosolic 437 

as well as the membranous signals of Kv1.1 at the soma (Fig. 7A, C, E, F, see Fig. 3F).  438 

The elimination or elevation of auditory inputs affected neither the development of the 439 

Kv3 current (Fig. 6C, D, F) nor the membranous Kv3.1 signals (Fig. 7B, D, G, H) in 440 
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high-CF neurons. In addition, the tonotopic differences in the Kv3 current remained 441 

irrespective of the manipulations. All of these results indicated that the differentiation of 442 

Kv channels are less dependent on auditory experiences during the embryonic period.  443 

 444 

Discussion 445 

Development of Kv currents in NM neurons. The development of postsynaptic 446 

membrane properties of high-CF NM neurons was previously examined in embryonic 447 

chickens, showing a gradual increase in potassium conductance between E10 and E21, 448 

with some delay in the low-voltage-activating component (Hong et al., 2016). These 449 

observations were consistent with the present findings; the Kv3 current could be 450 

observed at E12, while the Kv1 current first appeared at E15 in the neurons (Fig. 2). 451 

However, the increase in Kv1 current differed depending on the CF, causing a slight 452 

tonotopic difference in the current during the embryonic period. In posthatch animals, 453 

on the other hand, the increase of Kv1 current was augmented particularly in higher-CF 454 

neurons, making this current far larger in these neurons. More importantly, the increase 455 

was strongly dependent on the level of the auditory input, suggesting that auditory 456 

experience is critical in the tonotopic differentiation of the Kv1 current. The Kv3 457 

current also increased during the embryonic period to a larger extent in higher-CF 458 

neurons, while it declined and became similar in size across tonotopic regions after 459 

hatch. This process progressed in the absence of auditory inputs, suggesting that it is 460 

independent of auditory experience.  461 

 462 

Roles of auditory inputs in the tonotopic differentiation of Kv1.1 channels. In NM, 463 

synaptic responses can be recorded as early as E11 (Gao and Lu, 2008), and auditory 464 
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evoked responses appear at E12, but the threshold is still high and hearing is not 465 

efficient until E20, due in part to the fluid in the ears (Jones et al., 2006; Saunders et al., 466 

1973). With a clearance of the fluid, the auditory threshold decreases greatly and 467 

reaches the mature level within a few days after hatch. These observations may suggest 468 

that the expression of Kv1.1 became more efficient in high-CF neurons around hatch 469 

simply due to the increase of input in the neurons at this period. However, this is an 470 

unlikely possibility for the following reasons. First, the input-dependence was more 471 

prominent in high-CF neurons (Figs. 4, 5) even though the auditory threshold is more 472 

than 20-30 dB higher for high-frequency sound than for low-frequency sound (Table 1, 473 

Fig. 8). Second, exposing embryos to noise could not reproduce the increase in the 474 

current observed in posthatch neurons (Figs. 6, 7), suggesting that the increase of 475 

auditory inputs cannot solely explain the augmentation of Kv1.1 expression in the 476 

high-CF neurons after hatch, although a possibility remains that the noise might not be 477 

strong enough to activate embryonic neurons substantially (see Methods). Thus, another 478 

possible explanation could be that a mechanism coupling neuronal activity with Kv1.1 479 

expression is strengthened around hatch, enabling a more efficient Kv1.1 expression in 480 

posthatch high-CF neurons (Fig. 8). This further indicates that the capacity of neurons 481 

to drive Kv1.1 expression via auditory input is determined in a cell-specific manner in 482 

NM, being higher in high-CF neurons, which mediates the increase of Kv1.1 in the 483 

neurons after hatch.  484 

The auditory nerve is activated by spontaneous as well as sound-driven transmitter 485 

release from hair cells in the cochlea. Indeed, the spontaneous field potential is recorded 486 

at the NM as a rhythmic burst pattern around E14-18 and as a continuous burst pattern 487 

before hatch (Lippe, 1994). Importantly, the rate of bursting correlates with CF in 488 
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embryonic chickens (Lippe, 1995; Johnson et al., 2011). In addition, spontaneous input 489 

is known to refine auditory brainstem circuits in mammals (Kandler et al., 2009; Wang 490 

and Bergles, 2015). However, the contribution of spontaneous input to the tonotopic 491 

differences in Kv currents may be small in the embryonic NM because the differences 492 

remained after removal of otocysts, which is known to abolish both spontaneous and 493 

sound-driven inputs. Nevertheless, it is still possible that spontaneous input from other 494 

sources and/or of NM neurons themselves might arise and drive the embryonic 495 

differentiation after otocysts removal. Notably, the auditory nerve does not differ in the 496 

spontaneous discharge rate among tonotopic regions after hatch (Manley et al., 1991), 497 

supporting the idea that the neuronal capacity to drive ion channel expression via 498 

afferent input rather than the level of input would be responsible for the tonotopic 499 

differentiation of Kv1.1 expression in the posthatch NM.  500 

 501 

Molecular mechanism of the tonotopic differentiation of Kv1.1 channels. Surface 502 

expression of Kv1.1 increased in an auditory input-dependent manner in posthatch NM 503 

neurons and to a larger extent in high-CF neurons. There are several channel domains 504 

that regulate the membrane trafficking of Kv1 channels (Vacher and Trimmer, 2012; 505 

Ovsepian et al., 2016). These include the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-retention domain 506 

at the external pore region (Manganas et al., 2001), the anterograde-trafficking domain 507 

at the C-terminal region (Li et al., 2000), and the Kv 2-subunit-binding domain at the 508 

T1 region (Shi et al., 1996; Watanabe et al., 2014). Among them, the ER-retention 509 

domain dominates over the other domains in Kv1.1 and may play a primary role in the 510 

regulation of its expression in posthatch NM neurons. The ER-retention domain 511 

corresponds to the dendrotoxin-binding motif of Kv1 channels, and an endogenous 512 
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dendrotoxin-like protein may bind to this motif and contribute to ER retention (Vacher 513 

et al., 2007). Recent studies have proposed that matrix metalloprotease 23 (MMP23), 514 

which is a type II membrane protein in ER/nuclear membranes, is a candidate for this 515 

role (Rangaraju et al., 2010) as it binds to the motif but is released from the ER 516 

membrane via a Ca2+-dependent cleavage by an endoprotease, furin (Salvas et al., 2005; 517 

Galea et al., 2014). Thus, one possible mechanism could be that the increase in auditory 518 

inputs elevates the Ca2+ level in the ER in posthatch NM neurons, which induces 519 

cleavage of MMP23 and promotes the membrane trafficking of Kv1.1 in the neurons.  520 

The expression of Kv1.1 during the embryonic period was less dependent on auditory 521 

inputs. Notably, NM neurons experience down-regulation of trkB, a brain-derived 522 

neurotrophic factor receptor, after E8, and suppressing this down-regulation prevents 523 

the development of the Kv1 current during the embryonic period (Schecterson et al., 524 

2012), suggesting that the input-independent mechanism may involve this 525 

down-regulation of trkB in embryonic neurons.  526 

 527 

Functional implication of input-dependent differentiation of Kv1.1 channels. The 528 

Kv3 current is dominant in both high- and low-CF NM neurons during the embryonic 529 

period, while the Kv1 current increases and becomes dominant after hatch, particularly 530 

in high-CF neurons. Dominance of the Kv3 current would be beneficial for embryonic 531 

NM neurons because it promotes spike generation via acceleration of repolarization 532 

(Brew and Forsythe, 1995), which may compensate for the low level of inputs and help 533 

the neurons maintain a substantial level of firing in the embryonic neurons (Hong et al., 534 

2016). What is the functional implication of increasing the Kv1 current around hatch in 535 

the high-CF neurons? As the increase progresses in parallel with the maturation of 536 
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synapses, we can expect that this change is necessary for the neurons to adapt 537 

electrically to the increase in synaptic inputs during maturation. Indeed, the auditory 538 

threshold decreases (Saunders et al., 1973), and the synaptic strength at the NM 539 

continues to be augmented after hatch through a decrease in synaptic depression and 540 

increases in the readily releasable pool size and vesicle content (Brenowitz and Trussell, 541 

2001). This implies that the frequency and the size of inputs to individual NM neurons 542 

increases in posthatch animals. Mature high-CF NM neurons receive strong synaptic 543 

inputs and require a large Kv1 current to suppress aberrant spike generation during the 544 

large synaptic depolarization (Brew and Forsythe, 1995). Therefore, the increase in Kv1 545 

current may be critical for the neurons to counterbalance the increase in synaptic inputs 546 

and accomplish precise temporal coding. In contrast, low-CF neurons have multiple 547 

converging inputs that generate spikes, and a large Kv1 current is rather 548 

disadvantageous for the neurons to generate a spike in response to the slowly rising 549 

synaptic depolarization (Kuba and Ohmori, 2009). Thus, it is reasonable that the 550 

mechanism to increase the Kv1 current is more active in high-CF neurons and 551 

dependent on auditory inputs, which enables a fine adjustment of the Kv1 current 552 

according to the level of inputs. Although small and slow, the Kv7 current is known to 553 

negatively correlate with the Kv1 current at the axon initial segment in mature animals 554 

(Kuba et al., 2015) and would further contribute to the regulation of the excitability of 555 

the neurons. 556 

Tonotopic differentiation of the Kv1 current is observed in various nuclei along the 557 

auditory time-coding pathway (Barnes-Davies et al., 2004; Kuba et al., 2005; Leao et al., 558 

2006). Therefore, the input-dependent regulation of Kv1-channel expression may be an 559 

efficient strategy of the auditory system to ensure precise and reliable time coding 560 
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across frequencies under variable environments. Moreover, the present results highlight 561 

the importance of the neuronal capacity for sound to drive ion channel expression and 562 

the level of auditory experience in shaping the frequency-specific tuning of the auditory 563 

system during development. 564 

 565 
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 689 

Figure Legends 690 

Figure 1 Development of voltage responses. A, Schematic drawing of the avian 691 

auditory pathway. B, Tonotopic regions were based on the position within the NM (see 692 

Methods). C, Time course of the development of the avian auditory system. D, NM 693 

neurons filled with dye in high- and low-CF regions. Note that high-CF neurons were 694 

adendritic, whereas low-CF neurons had multiple primary dendrites at both ages. Scale 695 

bar; 20 μm. E, Voltage responses to somatic current injection in high-CF (left, blue) and 696 

low-CF (right, red) neurons between E12 and P3-5. Current (70 ms) was increased from 697 

-200 pA to 800 pA with a 40-pA step in embryonic neurons and from -200 pA to 2300 698 

pA with a 100-pA step in posthatch (P3-5) neurons. The membrane potential was held at 699 

-68 mV by injecting current into the soma. Traces are shown for -200 pA, 800 pA, and 700 

threshold current (gray) (see inset). Threshold current is specified at the right in each 701 

panel. Bursts of small spikes occurred at E15 for high-CF neurons and E18 for low-CF 702 
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neurons, probably because spikes were generated in the distal axon due to the large 703 

depolarization. F, Voltage-current relationship from (E). Note that the posthatch 704 

high-CF neurons required more than 1 nA for spike generation. The entire current range 705 

is shown in the inset for posthatch neurons (bottom right). Numbers in parentheses are 706 

the number of cells. G-I, Parameters of spikes. Number (G), latency (H), threshold 707 

current (I) of spikes (see Methods). J, Resting membrane conductance calculated at 708 

20-40 pA for embryo and 100 pA for posthatch. # p<0.05, ## p<0.01 between tonotopic 709 

regions, while * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 compared with the neighboring younger group. 710 

 711 

Figure 2 Development of potassium current. A, The potassium current in high-CF 712 

(left, blue) and low-CF (right, red) neurons between E12 and P3-5. The outward current 713 

appeared in response to voltage pulses (100 ms) from -107 to 13 mV with a 5-mV step 714 

at -77 mV (inset), and the inward tail current was expanded. B, Current-voltage 715 

relationship of the tail current in each population. C, Voltage dependence of activation 716 

curves from (B). The curves were fitted by a double Boltzmann equation, showing 717 

low-voltage-activating (Kv1, black) and high-voltage-activating (Kv3, gray) 718 

components (see Methods). The percentage of the Kv1 component is specified at right 719 

in each panel. Vertical and horizontal arrows indicate -42 mV (A-C). D-F, Maximum 720 

amplitudes. Kv1 current (D), Kv3 current (E), and total current (F). V1/2 and slope 721 

factor did not change with age, while the Kv1 current differed slightly in the parameters 722 

between the tonotopic regions (see Text). For the Kv1 current, V1/2 was -58.0±0.3 mV 723 

(n=50) and -55.3±0.5 mV (n=77) in high- and low-CF neurons, respectively 724 

(p=1.3x10-14), while the slope factor was 4.7±0.1 mV (n=50) and 4.2±0.1 mV (n=77), 725 

respectively (p=0.003). In contrast, for the Kv3 current, V1/2 was -20.3±0.4 mV (n=50) 726 
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and -20.3±0.4 mV (n=77) in high- and low-CF neurons, respectively (p=0.91), while the 727 

slope factor was 5.8±0.1 mV (n=50) and 5.7±0.1 mV (n=77), respectively (p=0.21). # 728 

p<0.05, ## p<0.01 between tonotopic regions, while * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 compared 729 

with the neighboring younger group. 730 

 731 

Figure 3 Development of Kv1.1 and Kv3.1 expression. A and B, Immunosignals of 732 

Kv1.1 (A) and Kv3.1 (B) in high-CF (left) and low-CF (right) regions of the NM 733 

between E12 and P3. Immunosignals increased after E12, while the increase was greatly 734 

augmented and membranous signals appeared for Kv1.1 after hatch particularly in the 735 

high-CF region. Note that fibrous signals could be observed after E15 for both Kv1.1 736 

and Kv3.1, suggesting that axonal targeting of these channels progresses during the 737 

embryonic period (see Kuba et al., 2015). C and D, Double immunostaining of Kv 738 

channels (red) and PSD95 (green) at E21 (upper) and P3 (lower). Boxes are magnified 739 

(right). Kv1.1 (C) and Kv3.1 (D). PSD95 signals surrounded the soma and intermingled 740 

with membranous Kv signals at P3, confirming that the Kv signals are on the plasma 741 

membrane of postsynaptic NM neurons. E and G, Signal intensity of Kv1.1 (E) and 742 

Kv3.1 (G) measured at cytosolic regions in the soma (see Methods). F and H, Ratio of 743 

membranous and cytosolic signal intensities of Kv1.1 (F) and Kv3.1 (H) at E21 and P3 744 

(see Methods). Measurements were made from 3-7 animals in each group. Scale bars; 745 

(A and B) 20 μm; (C and D) 10 μm. # p<0.05, ## p<0.01 between tonotopic regions, 746 

while * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 compared with the neighboring younger group.  p<0.05 747 

between cytosolic and membranous signals. 748 

 749 

Figure 4 Effects of auditory inputs on the potassium current after hatch. A and B, 750 
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Auditory inputs were attenuated or elevated between P0 and P3-5 by tympanic 751 

membrane removal, columella fixation, cochlea removal at P0, or by exposing animals 752 

to noise during the indicated period. C, Potassium current in high-CF (left, blue) and 753 

low-CF (right, red) neurons at P3-5. Cochlea removal (top), columella fixation (upper 754 

middle), tympanic membrane removal (lower middle), noise exposure (bottom). D, 755 

Voltage dependence of activation curves. The curves were fitted by a double Boltzmann 756 

equation, showing low-voltage-activating (Kv1, black) and high-voltage-activating 757 

(Kv3, gray) components (see Methods). Percentage of the Kv1 component is specified 758 

at right in each panel. Vertical and horizontal arrows indicate -42 mV (C, D). E-G, 759 

Maximum amplitudes. Kv1 current (E), Kv3 current (F), and Total current (G). Control 760 

is a re-plot of Fig. 2 (P3-5). V1/2 and slope factor of Kv1 and Kv3 currents did not 761 

change after the manipulations (p>0.05, ANOVA). # p<0.05 between tonotopic regions, 762 

while * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 compared with control. 763 

 764 

Figure 5 Effects of auditory inputs on Kv1.1 and Kv3.1 expression after hatch. A 765 

and nmB, Immunosignals of Kv1.1 (A) and Kv3.1 (B) at P3 after attenuation or 766 

elevation of auditory inputs after hatch. Cochlea removal (top), columella fixation 767 

(upper middle), tympanic membrane removal (middle), control (lower middle), noise 768 

exposure (bottom). C and D, Double immunostaining of Kv channels (red) and PSD95 769 

(green) at P3 after cochlea removal. Boxes are magnified (right). Kv1.1 (C) and Kv3.1 770 

(D). PSD95 signals were still intermingled with membranous Kv signals after cochlea 771 

removal. E and G, Signal intensity of Kv1.1 (E) and Kv3.1 (G) measured at cytosolic 772 

regions in the soma. F and H, Ratio of membranous and cytosolic signal intensities of 773 

Kv1.1 (F) and Kv3.1 (H) after cochlea removal. Measurements were made from 3-5 774 
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animals in each group. Note that areas as well as intensities of membranous Kv1.1 775 

signals decreased after cochlea removal in both high- and low-CF neurons. Scale bars; 776 

(A and B) 20 μm; (C and D) 10 μm. # p< 0.05, ## p < 0.01 between tonotopic regions, 777 

while * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 compared with control.  p<0.05 between membranous and 778 

cytosolic signals. 779 

  780 

Figure 6 Effects of auditory inputs on the potassium current in embryos. A and B, 781 

Auditory inputs were attenuated or elevated in embryos by bilateral otocysts removal at 782 

E2 or by exposing eggs to noise between E17-21. C, Potassium current in high-CF (left, 783 

blue) and low-CF (right, red) neurons at E21. Otocysts removal (top), control (middle), 784 

noise exposure (bottom). D, Voltage dependence of activation curves. The curves were 785 

fitted by a double Boltzmann equation, showing low-voltage-activating (Kv1, black) 786 

and high-voltage-activating (Kv3, gray) components (see Methods). Percentage of the 787 

Kv1 component is specified at right in each panel. Vertical and horizontal arrows 788 

indicate -42 mV (C, D). E-G, Maximum amplitudes. Kv1 current (E), Kv3 current (F), 789 

and total current (G). The V1/2 and slope factor of the Kv1 and Kv3 currents did not 790 

change after the manipulations (p>0.05, ANOVA). ## p<0.01 between tonotopic regions, 791 

while ** p<0.01 compared with control. 792 

 793 

Figure 7 Effects of auditory inputs on Kv1.1 and Kv3.1 expression in embryos. A 794 

and B, Immunosignals of Kv1.1 (A) and Kv3.1 (B) at E21 after attenuation or elevation 795 

of auditory inputs in embryos. Otocysts removal (upper), control (middle), noise 796 

exposure (lower). C and D, Double immunostaining of Kv channels (red) and PSD95 797 

(green) at E21 after otocysts removal. Boxes are magnified (right). Kv1.1 (C) and 798 
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Kv3.1 (D). Kv signals did not change much after otocysts removal. E and G, Signal 799 

intensity of Kv1.1 (E) and Kv3.1 (G) measured at cytosolic regions in the soma. F and 800 

H, Ratio of membranous and cytosolic signal intensities of Kv1.1 (F) and Kv3.1 (H) at 801 

E21 after otocysts removal. Measurements were made from 3 animals in each group. 802 

Scale bars; (A and B) 20 μm; (C and D) 10 μm. ## p<0.01 between tonotopic regions.  803 

p<0.05 between membranous and cytosolic signals. 804 

 805 

Figure 8 Mechanism of tonotopic differentiation of Kv1.1 expression. The rate of 806 

Kv1-current increase (upper) was compared with the auditory threshold (lower) in 807 

high-CF (left) and low-CF (right) neurons. The rate of Kv1-current increase was 808 

calculated at individual ages (black circles) from values in Fig. 2. Input-independent 809 

increase was from a linear extrapolation to the value in otocysts removal (E21, Fig. 6), 810 

and input-dependent increase as the residual component after subtraction of the 811 

input-independent component. The auditory threshold was re-plotted from Saunders et 812 

al., (1973) for high-frequency (>2 kHz) and low-frequency (<0.5 kHz) sounds (white 813 

circles). Horizontal broken lines are 0.5 nA/day (upper) and the minimum threshold 814 

level for high-frequency sound (50 dB, lower). Input-dependent increase was small in 815 

both high- and low-CF neurons before hatch, whereas the increase was greatly 816 

augmented after hatch, to a larger extent in high-CF neurons. As the auditory threshold 817 

is higher for high-frequency sound, the capacity to drive Kv1.1 expression via auditory 818 

inputs would be strengthened in the high-CF neurons in hatchlings. On the other hand, 819 

the capacity could be low in both neurons in embryos, since noise exposure had small 820 

effects on Kv1 current and Kv1.1 signals before hatch (Figs. 6 and 7).  821 

822 
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Table 1 Effects of conductive and sensorineural hearing loss on auditory evoked 823 
potential threshold (dB SPL) in posthatch animals. 824 

 0.5 kHz 1 kHz 2 kHz 3 kHz 

Control 43.3±6.8 32.5±5.5 48.3 ±10.8 64.2±10.8 

Tymp removal 78.3±7.0** 65.8±6.9** 79.2±9.6* 96.7±7.0* 

Colum fixation 101.7±1.7** 97.5±4.8** 101.7±7.6** 106.7±5.2** 

Coch removal >120 >120 >120 >120 

Thresholds were measured in 6 animals between P1 and P3 (see Methods). 825 
Tymp removal: Tympanic membrane removal 826 
Colum fixation: Columella fixation 827 
Coch removal: Cochlea removal 828 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 compared with control. 829 
 830 
Table 2 Membrane properties of NM neurons during development. 831 

Property CF E12 E15 E18 E21 P3-5 

Vm (mV) High -53.6±1.4## **-66.9±0.6## -64.8±0.8# -65.2±0.7# -67.6±1.0 

Low -45.2±1.1 **-56.2±1.2 **-61.9±0.9 -61.8±1.1 -63.0±1.4 

Rm (MΩ) High 460.2±38.4 **156.1±8.3## **87.3±4.0## **59.1±3.6## **22.2±1.1## 

Low 590.6±68.8 **405.5±26.2 **158.9±12.4 **93.2±7.8 *39.8±7.5 

m (ms) High 32.9±4.2 **4.0±0.2## **1.8±0.1## **1.3±0.1## **0.6±0.1 

Low 27.6±3.3 27.6±1.9 **5.9±1.0 *3.0±0.5 *1.2±0.2 

Cm (pF) High 71.1±5.6## **24.7±1.0## 21.4±0.8## 22.0±2.0 24.9±2.0 

Low 46.7±1.9 **68.5±2.1 **35.0±3.3 34.9±9.0 31.2±2.5 

Vm: resting membrane potential 832 
Rm: input resistance 833 

m: membrane time constant 834 
Cm: membrane capacitance 835 
# p< 0.05, ## p < 0.01 between tonotopic regions. 836 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 compared with the neighboring younger group. 837 


















